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Abstract. High levels of solar energy are a good orientation for the development
of grid-connected power converters used in the interface of photovoltaic (PV)
installations with the power grid. In this case, in order to define control strategies
and the respective tariffs, the injected power into the grid must be accounted using
an energy meter. Therefore, in this paper, the implementation of a three-phase
smart energy meter for PV installations is presented, ensuring the registration
of the electrical energy supplied to the grid. This three-phase energy meter con-
sists of Hall-effect sensors, used to adapt the high voltages and currents with the
analog circuits of the signal conditioning, which is connected to a DSP. The devel-
oped energy meter ensures data acquisition and processing and, based on that, the
energy calculation and standardization in real time. As presented along the paper,
a detailed metrology analysis was developed to identify the smart meter metro-
logical characteristics. Through the experimental validations, it was possible to
validate the main features of the developed smart energy meter for grid-connected
PV installations.
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1 Introduction

Solar photovoltaic (PV) installations can make significant contributions towards to solve
some of themost energy problems thatwe are facing, nowadays, around theworld. Power
demand is continuously increasing; however, the electricity utilities are unable to meet
this rapidly increasing demand. Solar PV systems, which are used to convert sunlight
into electricity, are increasing, are pollution free, and are a renewable energy source.
The power is produced by directly transforming a free and unlimited energy source into
electricity. However, in order to benefit from a PV installation, variables as the cost of
installation and the system efficiency are extremely relevant. Typically, the electricity
generated from a solar PV installation is injected into the grid, after conditioning to suit
all the conditions of the grid integration [1]. The power produced by the PV system can
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be consumed by the user, where the PV system is installed, or can be injected into the
grid, similar to a nuclear power plant or a hydroelectric power plant, but with a lower
value of injected power [2].

A system of double counting (purchase-sale) makes it possible to resell the power
produced in extra, as well as to consume the available power in the grid when there is
no Sun. The unit is entirely automated and managed by a controlled power electronics
converter. Thus, the context of this type of managed installation is based on the intermit-
tent power production associated with the non-controllable profile consumption, which
is difficult to anticipate. In fact, it is the independent factor (the energy from the sun
depends of the weather conditions) which restricts the power consumption from the PV.
The energy produced by PV modules is directly consumed by the pay loads and the
possible production overflow is injected into the grid. Indeed, the energy context and the
gas emissions regulations for greenhouse effects, as well as the fossil energy resources
reduction, compel us to support renewable energy installations, such as PV systems [3].

This article deals with the necessity of an energy meter to be installed into a solar
PV system connected to the grid. From the physics point of view, the power produced by
the solar PV system is consumed in priority by local loads (in this case a silo) and only
the surplus power is injected into the grid. Thus, a three-phase smart energy meter has
been designed for such purpose, which is a subject that has recently attracted a pertinent
attention with many advantages and projects around the world due to the technical
feasibility in several countries.

2 Proposed Solution Used for the Energy Meter

Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the solar PV system interfaced with the power grid,
where the block diagram of “system connection to the grid” represents the contactors
and switch breakers. The strategy used to measure the total active power is following
described.

The voltage and current signals of each phase of the grid are used as input for a
multiplier,modelAD734,which is followed by a digital low-pass filter. Using the voltage
and current signals, as well as the output voltage of each multiplier, it is calculated,
respectively, the voltage and current RMS values and the power. The total power is:

Pt = P1 + P2 + P3 (1)

According to Fig. 2, the power feed by each phase can be calculated as following
described. At the Hall-effect sensors (voltage and current) output we have:

v1v(t) = kV .V1M . cos(ωt) (2)

v1I (t) = kI .I1M . cos(ωt − φ) (3)

It is important to note that at the output of each sensor (voltage and current) is
obtained a voltage signal proportional to the measured voltage or current at the input
side.
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of the solar PV system: connection to the grid with the energy meter.

Therefore, the output voltages v1V (t) and v1I (t), relative to each phase of the grid,
are applied to the AD734 multiplier, which gives at its output their product, according
to:

vxy = kI .kV .kxy .V1M I1M . cos(φ)

2
+ kI .kV .kxy .V1M I1M . cos(2ωt − φ)

2
(4)

or

vxy = kp[P0 + pac(t)] (5)

where:

kp = kV kI kxy
2

;

P0: represent the active power;
pac(t) represent the alternative power component.

If v(t) and i(t) are not sinusoidal, we have:

v(t) =
∞∑

n=1

Vn cos(nωt − φn) and i(t) =
∞∑

n=1

In cos(nωt − φn)
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To extract the average power, we use an RC filter which performers an integration
function. Using the trigonometric transform as:

cosα × cosβ = 1

2
cos(α − β) + 1

2
cos(α + β) (6)

then the average power consumed by the load is:

P = 1

T

∞∑

n=1

Vn In
2

T∫

0

(cos(φnv − φni ) + cos(2nωt − φnv − φni ))dt (7)

p =
∞∑

n=1

Vn In
2

cos(φnv − φni ) (8)

The power exchange is performed when v(t) and i(t) are with the same frequency
(fundamental component). To increase the acquisition system accuracy, we acquired
the signal at the multiplier (AD734) output, and then we use a digital low-pass filter,
instead of an analogue filter. The system acquires a numberM of samples during a time
Tm = M.Ts , so the power is:

P = 1

kp

1

M

M∑

i=1

vxy(i) (9)

Knowing the values of active power, voltage and current, for each phase of the grid,
it is calculated the apparent power, defined by:

S = V .I (10)

and the phase angle, defined by:

ϕ = cos−1(
P

S
). (11)

To determine the energy, the power is summed with an integral time of 1 s, such as:

W ( j) =
∞∑

i=1

P0i × ti (12)

The conversion to kWh is given by:

W (kWh) = W ( j) × 1

103 × 3600
(13)

The current and voltage acquisition are performed as following described. Since the
output voltage sensor presents a sinusoidal signal, a DC component is added in order to
acquire these variables by the digital controller:

vv−acq(t) = Vdc + vv(t) (14)
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To extract vv(t), it’s necessary first to read sampled data from the ADC and store it in
a location in the Static RandomAccessMemory (SRAM),where it cannot be overwritten
by new data. The first task to perform on the data is then to remove any DC offset. This
is carried out calculating the mean value as:

v̄acq = 1

N

N∑

n=1

vacq(n) (15)

Vv−acq−RMS = 1

N

√√√√
N∑

n=1

v2acq(n) (16)

Then, the RMS value is given by:

Vv−RMS =
√
V 2

v−acq−RMS − v̄2acq (17)

The RMS grid voltage and current are:

VRMS = 1

kV
VV−RMS (18)

IRMS = 1

kI
VI−RMS (19)

The electric energy measurement and management was performed via a DSP. This last
is used, also, for the solar PV system management feeding a wheat silo. It has excellent
performance in terms of speed and digital analogue acquisitionmeans, sowe have exploit
it to conceive a smart energy meter, which has several interesting metrological futures.
Figure 2 shows the electronic part of the energy meter. The control algorithm used to
determine the energy is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Electronic part of the three-phase smart energy meter.
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Fig. 3. Control algorithm used to determine the energy.

3 Metrological Analysis

The validity of this study must be completed by a detailed metrological analysis to illus-
trate the energy meter performance [5–7]. The prototype hardware architecture brings
up two parts: (a) A measurement chain using Hall-effect sensors (voltage and current)
and a multiplier matching circuit; (b) An intelligent system ensuring the acquisition and
processing, as well as data transmission to a PC using a USB port [4]. This system
delivers the voltage and current RMS values, as well as the values of active, reactive,
and apparent power, and energy (U, I, P, Q, S and W ).

The information about the measured variables goes through different circuits before
being processed and displayed. The signal to be processed, by the DSP, is first digitalised
as:

Vxy−acq = kp.P = Vre f
2n

Nx (20)
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From (18) we calculate the power P:

P = q

kp
Nx (21)

where:

q = Vre f
2n : is the quantum (or analogue resolution of the ADC);

n: the number of bits;
Nx: the decimal conversion number.

Knowing kp and acquiring vxy , vV , and vI , so the power load the voltage and current
RMS values and the energy consumed are determined during a time �t .

To estimate the precision measurements, the schematic diagram presented in Fig. 4
is used.

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram for acquiring the variables using the DSP.

The analogue to digital converter (ADC) performs the signal samples at themultiplier
output. The ADC introduces a noise due to the quantization that can be represented by
the following modelling. Figure 5 shows the ADC modelled schematic diagram.

Fig. 5. ADC modelled schematic diagram.

vADC (t) = vvi (t) + nADC (t) (22)

Then:

vADC (t) =1

2
kV kI kxyVM1 IM1(cos(ϕv − ϕi ) + cos(2ωt + ϕv + ϕi ))

+ nmult (t) + nADC (t) (23)
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The estimated power average value is determined by dividing Eq. (22) with the term
kV kI kxy , which gives:

P = 2

kV kI kxy

1

M

M∑

i=1

vADC (iTe) (24)

For the aquisition an ADC of 12 bits and a reference DC voltage of 3.3 V is used.
So its quantum (q) is equal to:

q = Vré f
212

= 3.3

4096
= 0.810 [mV ] (25)

The parameters involved in Eq. (25) are independent. Then we use the error
propagation method:

σ p =
√(

∂p

∂q

)2

(σq)2 +
(

∂p

∂kp

)2(
σkp

)2 (26)

From Eq. (27), which gives the error variance, the uncertainty error due to the
measurement system is evaluated:

σp

p
=

√(
σq

q

)2

+
(

σkV
kV

)2

+
(

σkI
kI

)2

+
(

σkxy
kxy

)2

(27)

σp

p
(%) =

√
∑(

σ xi
xi

)2

× 100 (28)

Sensors with an accuracy of 0.1% and a multiplier with an accuracy of 0.2% are
selected. After all calculations and using an auto calibration system for each data acqui-
sition operation, the error propagation can be less than 0.4% for a voltage range of 230 V
per phase and a current range of 20 A.

4 Experimental Results

To validate the theory, a smart energy meter was developed and tested in the Power Elec-
tronics Laboratory (Group of Energy and Power Electronics, GEPE) at the University
of Minho, Portugal. All the acquisitions are processed by a DSP and then transferred to
a PC via USB. In terms of implementation, the Hall-effect sensors ensure galvanic iso-
lation and measurement accuracy, and the smart energy meter offers a versatile voltage
and current connections from 50 V to 400 V AC up to 100 A. The experiment results
are presented in following graphs. Figure 6 shows the workbench of the energy meter.
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Fig. 6. Workbench of the energy meter.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a smart energy meter is presented, this last allows to measure, in real
time, the power injected into the power grid from a solar photovoltaic (PV) installation.
The developed system has the flexibility and the ability to be changed in order to be
adapted for various electrical environments. Indeed, the proposed method consists in
using analog multipliers and the extraction of the power information is performed by
a sliding average digital filter. This method is easier to implement and requires lower
computation resources. For the energy meter design, a metrological evaluation has been
developed and treated. The designed energy meter can serve any other application in
residential or industrial sectors.
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